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Summary 
Over six decades, and across 13 presidential ad-
ministrations, a dozen and a half directors of 
central intelligence (DCI), and five directors 
of national intelligence (DNIs), the relation-
ship between intelligence and policy has, not 
surprisingly, had its ups and downs; at times 
it has been easy and complementary and at 
others, contentious and accusatory. This case 
study looks at the keystone of that relationship, 
the President’s Daily Brief (PDB), examining 
how and why it was perceived and used as it 
was during the presidencies of George H.W. 
Bush, William J. Clinton, and George W. Bush. 
The purpose is not simply to provide a histori-
cal account, but also to draw lessons to ponder 
in thinking about future best practices for the 
PDB—as both document and process—as inte-
gral to the intelligence-policy relationship. 

The PDB is the crown jewel of intelligence. 
It is aimed at the president, consumer num-
ber one. Originally an entirely CIA product, 
it is now assembled under the auspices of 
and delivered through the director of national 
intelligence (DNI), yet CIA still does most of 
the work. While the PDB has changed over 
time and administrations—and some of those 
changes across the three administrations before 
President Obama’s are provocative in thinking 
about the future—some features have been 

constant. The document is carefully edited and 
meticulously produced. It is terse and makes 
effective use of graphics. It tends to feature 
information from intelligence’s most secret 
sources, accompanied by analysis to put it in 
context. 

Across the three administrations, presidents 
and their colleagues valued it. As President 
George H.W. Bush put it, 

As for me, the PDB...was the frst order of 
business on my calendar, too. And I made 
it a point from Day One to read the PDB in 
the presence of a CIA ofcer and either Brent 
[Scowcrof, the national security advisor] or 
his deputy. We tried to protect the distribution 
of the PDB because we knew very well once it 
was faxed or put through a Xerox machine, 
then the people preparing it, with their oath 
to protect sources and methods, would be in-
clined to pull back and not give the president 
the frankest possible intelligence assessments 
presenting the best possible intelligence.1 

Senior ofcials with access to the document read it, 
all the more so because the president did. By 
their testimony, it was for them a way to stay 
on the same page with their colleagues in the 
national security team, and to get some early 
warning of issues they would face. Yet, across 
all the three administrations, policy officials 
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valued the briefers at least as much as the brief. 
As James Steinberg, the deputy national securi-
ty advisor in the Clinton administration put it, 

I think the most satisfying part was there was 
a very clear sense through the relationship 
with the briefer...that was a medium through 
which we could defne our interests and areas 
of concern, and that requests for information, 
clarifcation, follow-up could be pursued. And 
I thought that was very efective… we were ex-
tremely well served.2 

Not surprisingly, the PDB differed across 
administrations given the nature of who was 
president, and also evolved over the course of 
an administration. George H.W. Bush became 
president after having been ambassador to 
the United Nations, envoy to China, director 
of central intelligence, and vice president of 
the United States. He knew the CIA and intel-
ligence, and he knew what he wanted, as he 
described above. His administration’s PDB 
process did not change across the administra-
tion, and that process became a keystone to 
a foreign policy process remarkable for the 
collegiality of its senior officials. 

In contrast, both Presidents Clinton and 
George W. Bush came to the presidency with 
much less foreign policy experience. Thus, 
their approach to the PDB evolved, as did the 
documents. In both cases, what they needed 
in the first months was information to let them 
master the detail about foreign policy issues 
and personalities they would confront. As time 
passed, the pure information content of the 
document could diminish, replaced with more 
strategic analysis. In Clinton’s case, while he 
was briefed orally as a candidate and early in 
his presidency, he suspended that practice for 
a time relatively soon, in favor of taking the 
document and reading it during the day when 

he had time, often in tandem with the State De-
partment’s counterpart publication, the Morn-
ing Summary. Many of his subordinates were, 
however, briefed in person on the PDB, and 
the number of officials with access to the PDB 
reached a high of nearly two dozen. Those 
subordinates paid attention to the PDB because 
Clinton did, but the PDB never came to play 
the kind of role in the administration’s foreign 
policy process that it had for George H.W. 
Bush and did, in another way, for his son. 

In the case of George W. Bush, the innovation 
in the PDB process came in his second term. 
Rather than being briefed every day on a series 
of short items, his chief of staff, Joshua Bolten, 
came up with the idea of “deep dives.” The 
president would sometimes be given a short 
paper on a particular issue the night before, 
then be briefed by the analyst who was the 
expert. The analysts, many of whom were 
young, found the process both exhilarating 
and terrifying, and the conversation sometimes 
ran a half hour or even more. Bolten realized 
that the president was having a good policy 
discussion—but with his intelligence brief-
ers. Well before the deep dives began, Stephen 
Hadley, the national security advisor, recalled, 
“[Secretary of Defense Donald] Rumsfeld kept 
saying to me,… ‘The President, he’s sitting 
down with these intel briefers and he’s having 
policy discussions, and his policy principals 
aren’t there, and that isn’t a good thing to do.’” 
As a result, the briefings were put on a sched-
ule and opened to other cabinet-level officers, 
depending on the topic. The result was deemed 
a success all around. As Vice President Dick 
Cheney concluded, 

I thought it was useful. I thought it was helpful 
from time to time to have Secretary [Henry] 
Paulson there, because we were involved in 
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the Treasury in some way. Get the secretary 
of state over, secretary of defense. Maybe get 
them all there...I mean they were invaluable 
sessions...because you’d learn a lot. Tere was 
an opportunity for them [the analysts] to 
show what they could do, what they knew.... 
You couldn’t help but be impressed by the peo-
ple. Te caliber of the personnel that we saw 
through that.... It gave you a fair degree of con-
fdence in terms of what we were doing.3 

Te comparisons across administrations suggest 
lessons about best practices to consider for the 
future of the PDB. Of those, two are overarching; 
a number of others, laid out in the last section, are 
more details that turn on the frst two. 

Tink about the purpose of the “PDB�” To be sure, 
the purpose will depend on the preferences of the 
president and the point in the administration’s 
term, for some evolution across an administration 
is predictable. Yet the Cold War is over and, while 
the nation faces serious threats, America’s existence 
is not threatened. A half hour daily of presidential 
time is extremely valuable. In the circumstances of 
the early 2010s, treasury secretaries no doubt would 
like that half hour, and perhaps they should have it. 
Or perhaps it should be thought of as the lead-in to 
a mini-National Security Council or other prin-
cipals meeting, as it seemed to become in slightly 
diferent ways in the two Bush administrations. Te 
deep dives are suggestive of broadening the content 
to include the FBI on counterterrorism, Treasury 
on the intersection of domestic and international 
economics, the Joint Chiefs on military operations, 
or the State Department on sensitive diplomatic 
activities. 

Te PDB, in whatever form or name, is a process, 
not a product� While senior ofcials generally gave 
the document high marks, many valued the briefers 
even more. What they valued was the conversa-
tion, the chance to ask questions of experts. Te 
deep dives made the same point more strongly, for 
their value explicitly was the conversation with the 
expert; any briefng material was only background. 
Tis point bears on how much efort should go into 
the document itself. Now, the PDB is the defning 
product of the CIA’s analytic cadres; enormous time 
and talent are lavished on it. Yet several senior of-
cials who testifed on the point preferred the State 
Department’s Morning Summary; they found it edg-
ier, with more of a point of view, more provocative. 
It surely was produced much more cheaply by a 
small intelligence shop. Te point, though, is less to 
compare the two documents than to open thought 
about the process: if the “product” is a good conver-
sation, one that mixes intelligence and policy, what 
is the best way to stimulate that conversation? Te 
answer is probably not always a polished document, 
fully coordinated across the Intelligence Commu-
nity—still less, one that is a series of short items, 
many based on interesting new collection. 

In the end, presidents will get what they want. 
In retrospect, the PDB seems to have been more 
valuable for the two Bush administrations than 
for the Clinton. For those two it became the focal 
point for an ongoing conversation about policy and 
an anchor for the broader foreign-policy-making 
processes of the administration. So the guidance 
is as much for administrations as for intelligence: 
actively shape the PDB-as-process to your needs. 
Te CIA and other agencies will respond to make it 
serve you better. 
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The PDB: Origins and Production 
Intelligence ofcials and policymakers ofen seem 
to inhabit diferent “tribes.”4 Te tribal markings 
are not indelible, and people move across the 
tribes. But the tribes are diferent in many ways, 
and the diferences are perhaps sharpest at the top 
of government. Policy ofcers, even if not political 
appointees, have a short time horizon; they came 
to Washington to make a diference. Presidents are 
partial exceptions, for their time horizon is four 
years, eight with luck. But they too are hopeful, 
looking for what could go right, not wrong, and 
they are likely to exaggerate how much diference 
US policy—and they personally—can make. Ofen, 
they are used to working in oral cultures. A few war 
heroes excepted, having people skills is what got 
them the presidency, and so they will be their own 
intelligence analysts for other leaders and heads 
of state. Tey would like “the” answer even if they 
know in their hearts they cannot have it. 

Intelligence analysts are diferent in almost every 
respect. Teir time horizon is usually longer, and 
they are professionally sensitive to what might go 
wrong. Tey are prone to take reality as a given and 
are not likely to change much no matter what the 
United States does. For all these reasons, the chal-
lenge of communicating across the intelligence-pol-
icy tribal divide is daunting, and, fairly or not, most 
of the responsibility for that communication falls 
on intelligence, which is, in the end, a service. 

Te role of the PDB in three administrations before 
Obama is a fascinating story. Yet it also opens 
questions about best practices in not just the PDB 

process, but also the wider interaction between 
intelligence and policy, of which the PDB is the 
cornerstone. Te PDB is ofen criticized for its 
very current focus, and is sometimes caricatured 
as “CNN plus secrets.” Many of its items are in fact 
exotically collected tidbits put into several para-
graphs of context. In that sense, it is an opportunity 
for intelligence to show its wares, especially the take 
from its special sources. It can also be an opportu-
nity for intelligence leaders to say, later, “But we did 
tell you that.” 

Yet the changes in both document and process 
across and within administrations refect the 
evolving needs of consumers, especially consumer 
number one, the president. Immediate issues about 
best practices are what it should be and how it 
should be delivered; yet these are specifc examples 
of much further-reaching questions about what 
intelligence contributes and how it interacts with 
policy in a period without the context of the Cold 
War. Now, intelligence and policy together need to 
take on what Willmoore Kendall called more than 
a half century ago, “the big job—the carving out of 
the United States destiny in the world as a whole.”5 
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The PDB: Origins and Production 

The Beginning 

“First callers” is the description President George 
H.W. Bush attributed to Harry Truman in describ-
ing Truman’s morning meetings with the frst DCIs, 
Adm. Sidney Souers and Gen. Hoyt S. Vanden- 
berg.6 Te current object of that “frst call” is the 
PDB. Not surprisingly, the senior ofcials with 
access to the PDB follow the lead of the president. 
If he reads it, they surely will, if for no other reason 
than the fact that he had read it. 

For some administrations, the PDB becomes a 
powerful driver of foreign-policy-decision-making; 
for others it is less central. Nevertheless, it long has 
been regarded as the crown jewel of intelligence. 
On a per page basis, it has to be the most expensive 
publication since Gutenberg. Its compilation re-
quires a dedicated full-time staf, the latest printing 
technology, and a set of briefers informed enough 
to answer questions and observant enough to gauge 
principals’ reactions to the information being 
provided. And because it is for the eyes and ears of 
the president, it is surrounded by mythology in the 
public consciousness; it commands the attention of 
those administration ofcials granted access; and 
it is a source of pride—and anxiety—for the intelli- 
gence practitioners who generate its content. 

Yet it took several administrations for the “frst call” 
to become the PDB. In the summer of 1961, the 
Kennedy White House felt overwhelmed with the 
barrage of intelligence publications it was receiving, 
some of them duplicative. Despite—or perhaps be-
cause of—this deluge, it feared critical information 
would fall between the cracks. Indeed, the presi-
dent’s brother and attorney general, Robert Ken-
nedy, had complained that he had not seen some-
thing he should have seen. Richard Lehman, one 
of the founding fathers of CIA’s Ofce of Current 
Intelligence (OCI)—the agency’s early analytic shop 
charged with preparing short-term assessments 
for policymakers—describes his conversation with 
Kennedy’s senior military aide, Maj. Gen. Chester 
Clifon:7 

“What I need,” [the general said] “is some-
thing that will have everything in it that is 
worth the president’s attention, everything 
that is worth his knowing in all these things 
so I don’t have to fuss with them.” [He added 
that] it would be nice to be able to ft it into a 
breast pocket so that the president could carry 
it around with him and read it at his conve-
nience.8 

Tus was born the PDB’s predecessor, the Presi-
dent’s Intelligence Check List, or PICL (pronounced 
“pickle”).a Te PICL was renamed the PDB in the 
Johnson administration, but it was not until the 
Ford administration that the CIA regularly briefed 
the president in person, as opposed to simply 
delivering the document. Practices continued to 
vary, both across and within administrations. Afer 
all, both publication and process were tailored to 
what the president wanted. George H.W. Bush read 
the publication thoroughly in the presence of the 
briefer and his national security advisor, while Bill 
Clinton for a time took the publication and read it 
later. George W. Bush occasionally received items in 
advance, but he too read while he was briefed orally. 
So too, the frst Bush sharply restricted the number 
of senior ofcials who received the PDB (to about 
six), while it went to many more ofcials in the 
Clinton administration (as many as two dozen).9 

When George W. Bush frst became president, he 
had relatively little foreign afairs experience, so 
the PDB initially was heavy on information. Later, 
as the administration settled into power and knew 
the issues, the PDB became more strategic, more 
an opportunity for a conversation about policy—a 
point that underscores that the PDB is hardly apart 
from but, rather, is a keystone of an administration’s 
broader relationship with intelligence. 

a. A history of the PDB’s creation was posted to the CIA’s Free-
dom of Information Act Electronic Reading Room in 2015 along 
with a redacted collection of PICLs and PDBs published during the 
Kennedy and Johnson years. See http://www.foia.cia.gov/sites/ 
default/files/PDB%20CM%20Final%20Kennedy%20and%20 
Johnson_public%208%20Sep%202015_2.pdf and http://www. 
foia.cia.gov/collection/PDBs. 
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The Process 

While the PDB and the process for producing it 
have changed over time, the basics have not. Te 
core attributes have remained the same. It must be 
easy to read, and so features graphics, coming to 
utilize four-color displays of, for instance, global 
trends. It should display and be faithful to intel-
ligence’s sources. And the rea soning should be 
logical.10 Until the legislation creating the director 
of national intelligence (DNI) in 2004, the PDB was 
entirely a CIA process. Te timing has always been 
driven by the desire to be the “frst caller.” A sketch 
of the process circa 1995 drives that point home.11 

Te process would begin with the staf responsible 
for assembling it meeting in the early morning, the 
day before it was due at the White House. By that 
point, most of the briefers would have returned 
from that morning’s briefngs, and they would be 
debriefed about any reactions the principals had to 
the briefng. Had they asked questions? Did they 
want more on any particular issue? Te conversa-
tion triangulated what the principals were inter-
ested in, with what interesting new information the 
agency had from intelligence’s special sources, with 
what were likely to be immediate hot topics, based 
on looking at the Washington Post, New York Times, 
Washington Times and Wall Street Journal. As the 
agenda of items for the next day began to take 
shape, the PDB staf would begin canvassing ofces 
around the agency—and to some extent outside it— 
for who could contribute to particular items. Tis 
canvassing continued from midmorning through 
late afernoon, even as drafing proceeded. 

By 8:00 p.m., the draf was ready for review by 
who was then-titled deputy director for intelli-
gence (DDI) of the CIA and the director of central 
intelligence (DCI). If need be, the draf would be 
delivered to their homes by secure fax. Trough-
out the night, editing continued, and by the early 
morning hours printing and collating would begin 
in a low- slung building, equipped with the latest 
printing technology, adjacent to CIA Headquarters. 
In the Clinton administration, the document was 

9–12 pages long. For Bush 43, it was a “series of one 
or two-page articles totaling a dozen pages or so, 
printed on heavy paper and enclosed in a leather 
binder.”a12 

By 5:30 a.m. the PDB was ready to go, and between 
about 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. the PDB briefers 
hand-carried it to the recipients. In some cases, 
the briefers met the principals at their homes, and 
briefed them on the way to the ofce; in others, the 
principals were briefed in their ofces. In all cases, 
the briefers were available to answer questions or 
provide more detail. If they could not provide what 
was wanted immediately, they would reach back to 
the agency for an answer later in the day or the next 
morning. By 9:00 a.m. or a little afer, the briefers 
would return to Headquarters to debrief on the 
morning’s sessions, and the process would begin for 
the next day. 

William Webster described his experience as DCI 
during the Bush 41 years: 

Te PDB was a very important document to 
us, and to the president, and he set the tone for 
it. He allowed Brent [Scowcrof, the national 
security advisor], of course, and Bob Gates 
[Scowcrof’s deputy] to see it—Dick Cheney, 
Jim Baker, and, occasionally, someone else 
if they needed to see it, but, in all cases, we 
retrieved the documents rather than leaving 
them to be potentially copied. 

Now, they were about 18 pages, as I remember. 
Te last thing I did before I went to bed was to 
review the night draf, knowing that it would 
be revised all night until 4 o’clock in the morn-
ing, when they had to go to print, and then I 
spent my time in the car coming down to meet 
with the president, the briefer, and [Scowcrof 
and Gates] and, occasionally, John Sununu 
[the chief of staf], trying to catch up with the 
changes and the editorial things, and glance 

a. For the sake of conciseness, the terms “Bush 41” and “Bush 
43” will frequently be used to distinguish between the adminis-
trations of George H. W. Bush (1989–93) and George W. Bush 
(2001–2009) respectively. 
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at the newspaper knowing that the president 
would have read fve newspapers before I got 
there and wanted to know if I’d read an edi-
torial or a comment relative to intelligence. It 
was an interesting exercise.13 

Te PDB’s major “competition,” one that appears 
throughout this case, was the Secretary’s Morning 
Summary, done every day by the State Department’s 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research (INR). Its dis-
tribution was wider than the PDB’s, going not only 
to the national security principals, including Trea-
sury, but also the NSC staf and others, and it was 
fairly widely circulated in the State Department. 
Te “book,” as it was called in INR, was normally 
about six to seven pages, with the frst half devoted 
to short, current items, called “front of the book” 
items. Te “back of the book” was no more than 
three somewhat longer items, one-page, two-col-
umn, all-source analyses. Te analysts preferred 

back-of-the-book placement where they expect-
ed and found more readers and had more space, 
though not much, to expound on an issue, topic, or 
development. 

Unlike the PDB, the Morning Summary— and espe-
cially the Morning Summary “back of the book”— 
was less driven by exotic collection and for space 
reasons did not list its sources (only the backup 
copy had those on hand if needed). In the words 
of Bowman Miller, a distinguished INR veteran, 
“Much of what was in our work refected informed 
analytic judgments, not slavish attention to sourc-
ing, everything said, pardon my bias.”14 Te Morn-
ing Summary was published from the mid-1970s 
until 2001 when Secretary Colin Powell deemed 
it superfuous to his “current intelligence needs,” 
since he already had a morning take of the PDB, the 
[JCS’s] “Chairman’s Brief,” other CIA materials, and 
his global news account via AOL, on whose board 
he previously had served. 
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Briefing the President: George H.W. Bush 

“Needless to say,” George H.W. Bush told a gath-
ering at Texas A&M University in 1999, “when I 
entered the presidency...thanks to my brief time out 
there at Langley I understood the value of intelli-
gence and the need for intelligence.”15 His prefer-
ences for receiving the PDB were already well-es-
tablished. John Helgerson, a former DDI who has 
both participated in and written about transitions, 
wrote, “From the point of view of the US Intel-
ligence Community, the transition to the Bush 
presidency in 1988 was undoubtedly the easiest of 
the eight transitions in which the CIA had been 
involved.” Tis Helgerson attributes in large mea-
sure to Bush 41’s “deep personal interest” in foreign 
afairs, years as an intelligence consumer, and, of 
course, his prior service as DCI.16 

Te president’s preference extended not only to the 
timing and frequency with which he was to receive 
the PDB—frst thing and daily, insofar as possible— 
but extended also to who it was that would provide 
the briefng, who among his staf was to receive 
the PDB, and the manner in which they were to 
receive it. Bush parried the idea of having the DCI 
do the briefng, instead asking that “working level 
ofcers” provide it and he ofen had one or more 
senior policy advisors sit in.17 Cabinet ofcers in 
later administrations also indicated a preference for 
having one of their policy colleagues sit in when the 
president digested the PDB, lest the president get 
“spun up” over a particular item in a way that might 
cause policy trouble. But President Bush’s comment 
also foreshadows another theme: for presidents, the 

intelligence provided by the PDB was also a spring-
board for a policy conversation: 

And so I made it a point there to read it with 
the CIA ofcer and usually Brent Scowcrof, or 
sometimes his deputy, or sometimes both. Tis 
way, I could ask the briefers for more informa-
tion on matters of critical interest, consult with 
Brent on matters afecting policy.18 

Bush 41’s insistence on receiving his briefng from 
analysts seems to have been motivated by the desire 
to use the briefngs as an opportunity to delve more 
deeply into the PDB’s contents. As described by 
Robert Gates, who served Bush 41 as deputy direc-
tor of central intelligence (1986–89), deputy nation-
al security advisor (1989–91), and DCI (1991–93), 
he and his boss, National Security Advisor Brent 
Scowcrof, would have a pre-brief with the briefers. 

Brent and I would ofen ask questions on the 
pieces that were in the [PDB] before we would 
go see the president at this 7:30 briefng. We 
would ofen disagree with the pieces, would 
say, “Why do you think that?” “Do you have 
any evidence for that?” You know, it was a real 
grilling. Te briefers were very professional 
analysts, you’ve got to admit, and I tried to 
keep some perspective. It is a little daunting for 
some GS14 or 15 analyst to come down to the 
White House and the people they’re going to 
see are the fellow who’s been national security 
advisor to two presidents, the former DDCI, 
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and a former DCI who happens to be presi-
dent.... 

In fact, when the Nicaraguan elections came 
along, CIA predicted that Dan Ortega would 
beat Mrs. Chamorro and when this was 
briefed, when Bush read this, he looked at 
the PDB briefer and he said, “I bet you an ice 
cream cone you’re wrong.” And when Bush was 
proven right, the briefer showed up the next 
day with an ice cream cone.... Bush was, to 
the best of my knowledge, the only president 
who received the briefng directly from a CIA 
briefer.… So he took his intelligence sort of un-
adorned by anybody else’s view.19 

Bush 41’s second impetus for being briefed by ana-
lysts was less substantive than a desire to boost the 
morale of his former CIA troops; as he put it, 

I think it helped those who were working night 
and day out there in Langley to prepare the 
PDB to know that at least their product was 
being looked at by the president himself. I 
think it helped a little bit in the morale of that 
section of the CIA that works so hard to put 
this together.20 

Tis sensitivity to CIA’s perceptions extended to 
careful attention to which of his stafers would have 
access to the PDB, and how it was to be distributed. 
As described by Gates, 

Te briefer would bring the PDB to us [Gates 
and Scowcrof] and we would each have a 
copy of the PDB and the president was very 
security conscious. His time as DCI and his 
other experiences with leaking made him very 
concerned about leaks of intelligence material 
in particular. So, while he authorized that the 
PDB be provided to the secretary of state, the 
secretary of defense, the chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs, he also insisted that the way it would 
be done was that a briefer from CIA would 
hand-carry the President’s Daily Brief to each 
of those individuals personally, meet private-

ly with them, let them read it, answer their 
questions, take their tasking, and then take 
the document back. So the PDB was never lef 
with even the secretary of state or the secretary 
of defense—it was taken back. Same thing at 
the White House.21 

Bush 41 explained the rigor of this system as 
fundamental to maintaining the necessary level of 
trust between the Intelligence Community and the 
executive: 

We tried to protect the distribution of the PDB 
because we knew very well once it was faxed or 
put through a Xerox machine, then the people 
preparing it, with their oath to protect sources 
and methods, would be inclined to pull back 
and not give the president the frankest possible 
intelligence assessments presenting the best 
possible intelligence.22 

Adm. David Jeremiah confrmed the tightness of 
the distribution, noting that he didn’t receive the 
PDB as vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs, only re-
ceiving it during a brief tenure as acting chairman. 

Tese eforts to engender the trust and goodwill 
of the Intelligence Community seem to have been 
efective. DCI William Webster (1987–91) noted 
that the “PDB was a very important document 
to us, and to the president. And he set the tone 
for it.”23 Helgerson goes further, describing CIA’s 
relationship with Bush 41 as “undoubtedly the 
most productive it had enjoyed with any of the nine 
presidents it served since the Agency’s founding in 
1947.”24 Members of the Bush 41 administration are 
similarly positive about their experience with the 
PDB, with some having expressed both apprecia-
tion of and admiration for the quality of the intelli- 
gence they received. 

Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney was one of those 
who read the PDB in the car; other documents 
would be waiting for him at the ofce. He also al-
luded to the fact that the briefers seldom brought 
only the PDB; rather they would also bring other 
documents, ones in which Cheney had expressed 
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an interest or ones they thought he should see: “Te 
PDB is the main thing. Usually the Early Bird would 
be in the car too...usually I’d get through the PDB 
on the way to work. Sometimes there’d be special 
reports of various kinds that they’d bring to us.”25 

Te Early Bird was then a Pentagon-prepared com-
pilation of around 50 media stories and circulated 
widely in the national security agencies. 

For other senior ofcials, as it did for Cheney, the 
lead stories would ofen frame his day’s work. For 
example, James Baker, secretary of state (1989–92) 
and White House chief of staf (1992–93) said, 

I was religious about reading the PDB every 
day.… People used to kid about the fact that if 
you’d read the papers, you pick up a lot of it. 
Tat’s true. But there was a lot in [the PDB] 
you wouldn’t pick up, too.26 

Robert Gates, who had read the PDB as DDCI 
(1986–89), as deputy national security advisor 
(1989–91), and as DCI (1991–93) remembered, 

One telling moment, when it was fairly im-
portant, was on the Saturday before the coup 
in the Soviet Union, the coup attempt in Au-
gust of 1991…. [Bush 41] was reading the 
[PDB] and the last item...was CIA’s view that 
there was very likely to be a coup attempt.… 
I’ll never forget the president turning to me... 
and saying, “Should I take this seriously?” And 
I said, “Yes, and here’s why.”’ So, for all of the 
criticism the Agency has taken about Soviet 
things, on a lot of important stuf they gave the 
president good warning.27 

Bush 41’s chief of staf, John Sununu, outlined how 
the working day began for the president. Every day, 
Sununu and Scowcrof met with the president to 
manage four topics: 

Number one was the critical CIA briefng— 
“Mr. President, this is the most important 
thing happening in the world today for you 
to pay attention to, the broad foreign policy 
issues, the broad domestic issues, and the 

political issues.…” Tis president was briefed 
every single day by the CIA. I cannot imagine 
a presidency that isn’t and yet I understand 
the last administration stopped that and has it 
less frequently...they [the PDBs] were artfully 
done documents. Tey would come in with a 
document of about eight or 10 pages, I think 
that’s the right amount, multicolored, nice di-
agrams, nice maps.... Te president would ask 
questions, Scowcrof and I would ask questions 
as we went down this checklist, and it again 
would defne what the president wanted more 
information on, and get back to him eventual-
ly, through Brent. CIA stuf would come back 
through Brent and would be discussed at a 
later meeting. 

[Afer the] briefer leaves—Sometimes Bob 
Gates, who was Brent’s deputy, was there for 
that part of the meeting, stayed for the foreign 
policy stuf. Te meeting then starts of with 
the president, Brent, myself. Brent going over 
either what we had just read from the CIA 
report, afer the briefer leaves, or talking about 
any of the other foreign policy issues that have 
to be addressed that day, the results of what- 
ever got done the day before, what we have to 
do that day.28 

In each case, on every item, the whole purpose 
of those meetings is to fnd out what the presi-
dent wants done on what and what he doesn’t 
want done on what.... At some point in there, 
and I don’t know why it was traditionally done 
in the Bush White House this way, but I think 
it had been done in the Reagan White House 
and the president continued it—the president 
and the vice president got separate CIA brief-
ings. When the vice president fnished his CIA 
briefng, he came in, sometimes before ours 
was fnished, most of the time afer ours was 
fnished, and just about when Brent was start-
ing foreign policy stuf.29 
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In addition to these institutional mechanisms of 
solidifying the policy-intelligence relationship, 
the Bush 41 administration also beneftted from 
the collegiality that existed at the upper levels 
of ofcialdom. Te most senior ofcials—Bak-
er, Cheney, and Scowcrof—the “principals,” in 
Washington parlance—formed a tight-knit team. 
In Sununu’s words, 

It doesn’t sound like a very big thing. But 
I remind you of Kissinger, Rogers, Baker, 
Meese—that kind of a tension in the White 
House—and it was very important when we 
got to the Gulf War. It got forged by the cri-
sis on the Tower nomination probably.30 We 
got to know each other certainly during the 
campaign; I got to know Brent afer the elec-
tion, afer I’d been named chief of staf, as we 
started to prepare. But I stress that because it 
made things a lot easier for the president that 
way. He never had to worry about dealing 
with staf tensions, which I guarantee you 
is the most debilitating drain on the presi-
dent’s time, when there is a confict amongst 
the two key people that he has in the White 
House.31 

Scowcrof used the PDB as a way of refecting on 
the diferent kinds of intelligence products senior 
ofcials receive, and how they calibrate those 
products. 

Having been the producer of the intelligence, 
he [Bush] would take out the PDB and look 
at it—not only for what it had in it, but how 
it was done, what wasn’t in it that should be, 
was it presented the right way—and the poor 
intelligence briefer who brought it in for him 
to read sometimes got quite a grilling on it. 
But that is a refection of the job that intelli-
gence has, and how the president looks at the 
prod- uct. Whether he thinks it’s a bunch of 
pap or whether he really is able to make use 
of it. 

And then the intelligence itself sort of divides 
up into diferent levels of confdence. Te frst 
is facts—you know, the Soviet Union has so 
many ICBMs, so many warheads, and so on. 
Tere is a tendency to say, “Okay, that’s the 
way it is.” And there’s a great deal of credence 
to that. Te second category is the facts plus 
an interpretation. Yeltsin collapsed in a meet-
ing and they took him to the hospital. What 
does that likely mean? Did he have a bad 
headache, or are there some complications to 
it? And then the last category, that of predic-
tions—looking out, “What is going to happen 
to the Soviet Union? What’s happening to the 
Soviet economy?” 

And the confdence of the decisionmaker in 
the intelligence goes down with each one of 
these categories. He trusts the experts so that 
the facts are taken pretty much wholesale. 
Interpretation, a little less so, but since they’re 
so intimately related to the facts, and the 
expert is going to know more about the sur-
rounding circumstances, yes. But when you 
get to the predictions, there’s a lot of skepti-
cism on the part of the decisionmaker, again, 
depending on his personality, but frequently 
to the point that they’re considered just one 
opinion of another. 

Tere are some other factors that the de-
cisionmaker[s], at least some of them who 
have had some relations with the Intelligence 
Community, also think about, and, especially 
with respect to estimates, and that is the ob-
jectivity of the intelligence that is given when 
you have the expert analysis attached to the 
facts themselves. Te estimators, for exam-
ple—there used to be annually a national 
estimate of the Soviet Union, what it was 
doing, how it was coming in defense, what 
its economy was, and so on and so forth. 
Well, for a long time, that was done by the 
same group of estimators each year...[and] 
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there’s a human tendency, when you’re doing 
another one in 1975...to make the ‘74 one look 
like you’re really prescient. So that, in the end, 
you know, can over a period of years, lead one 
astray.32 

Clearly, much in the policy-intelligence relationship 
during the Bush 41 administration worked well. 
Te president himself was a knowledgeable and 
experienced consumer with defned preferences 
and a demonstrated attentiveness to the “intangi-
bles” of the relationship— ensuring that the PDB’s 
producers knew the document was, indeed, read 

carefully by its intended audience, and controlling 
its distribution in such a way that the Intelligence 
Community could feel confdent that its sensitive 
sources and methods were well protected. Tat 
Bush 41’s national security teams—principals and 
deputies—were friendly seems to have furthered 
the efectiveness of the policy-intelligence interac-
tion. Te Clinton administration entered ofce in 
1993 with neither of these particular advantages; 
as the president’s introduction to the Intelligence 
Community, the PDB was fundamental to the 
manner in which the Clinton administration’s use 
of intelligence evolved. 
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Unlike Bush 41, Bill Clinton entered the Oval Ofce 
as a neophyte about both foreign policy and the use 
of intelligence. He received his frst CIA briefng as 
governor of Arkansas and Democratic presiden-
tial candidate in September 1992; these briefngs 
became daily events shortly following his election 
in November. Helgerson’s description of the Clinton 
transition contrasts sharply with the smoothness of 
the transition to George H.W. Bush. Te advance 
work for candidate Clinton’s frst briefng, for exam-
ple, included DCI Robert Gates’ spending “consid-
erable time preparing, mindful of the governor’s 
lack of familiarity and experience with the Intelli-
gence Community and its products.” During this 
same meeting, Helgerson describes Gates as being 
“heartened when Governor Clinton expressed his 
support for a strong and capable US intelligence 
service.” Helgerson himself, at the time head of 
CIA’s transition team, had his own concerns about 
establishing an ongoing and direct relationship 
between CIA and then President- elect Clinton: “I 
had more than a few apprehensions. We were aware 
that staf members in some previous transitions, 
including at least a couple at very senior levels, had 
worked vigorously to thwart undertakings such as 
we were about to propose.”33 

Tese concerns were quickly allayed when Clin-
ton’s staf proved in fact to be quite receptive, and 
indeed “interested in ascertaining what kinds of 
support could be provided Governor Clinton and 
key stafers in Little Rock and Washington.” Hel-
gerson describes Clinton as having a pronounced 

interest in the PDB from the beginning: “[Ten] 
days following the election, we had our frst session 
with Governor Clinton.... Afer ofering a brief but 
friendly welcome, [Clinton] read every word of 
that day’s PDB, obviously intrigued to see what it 
contained.” Tough these briefngs contained drafs 
of national intelligence estimates (NIEs), and some 
raw intelligence, “it quickly became apparent that 
the governor’s primary interest was in studying the 
PDB.” 

Clinton proved receptive to CIA suggestions 
concerning logistics, continuing Bush 41’s practice 
of receiving the PDB in the morning and in the 
presence of an agency briefer. He similarly was 
amenable to receiving a “personalized supplement” 
during the interim between election and inaugu-
ration. Tese additions provided “back-ground 
articles pegged to issues treated briefy in the PDB 
and...in-depth material on issues...high on the Clin-
ton agenda.” As Clinton’s exposure to intelligence 
continued and his preferences developed, however, 
this practice was discontinued; Clinton similarly 
dispensed with the “page-size maps of virtually ev-
ery place of interest in the world” used by Bush 41. 

Although Clinton used these initial transition brief-
ings as opportunities to ask questions and engage in 
discussion with briefers, this practice seems to have 
lapsed over time. From the perspective of CIA’s 
then-DDI, Douglas MacEachin, the national se-
curity advisor, Anthony Lake, would take the PDB 
and pass it to the president. It was not always clear 
whether the president read it, for the briefers did 
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not have direct access to him. Tat access resumed 
afer the “Blackhawk down” disaster in Somalia in 
October 1993, when 18 American soldiers were 
killed. 

Indeed, though Clinton is reported to have read 
the PDB consistently and thoroughly, he tended 
to have “little use for the follow-up oral briefngs 
ofered by the CIA.”34 It is not clear whether this 
pattern was a cause or a symptom of what has 
been described, perhaps in some caricature, as the 
“debacle of the Clinton administration’s attitudes 
toward intelligence.”35 Te DCI, James Woolsey, 
never established a relationship with the president 
and his inner circle. Indeed, he himself joked, afer 
a small plane crashed into the White House, that it 
had been him, trying one more way to get to see the 
president! Sufce to say that in the Clinton admin-
istration, while senior ofcials read the document 
because they knew the president did, it did not play 
the same organizing function that it had for George 
H.W. Bush. 

While Clinton did not always avail himself of brief-
ers, others in his administration who received the 
PDB—of whom there were up to around two doz-
en—did.36 Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, 
for example, recalled fnding it odd but important 
to have a briefer watch her read the PDB.37 She also 
experimented with having an INR briefer present 
when the PDB briefer came. Tat, however, did not 
seem to work, for whatever combination of agency 
competition or conficting personalities. She did 
feel it was important to have the document as well 
as the briefer, though of course no briefer can be 
an expert on everything, so his or her role becomes 
as much courier of more background as briefer. 
Tis was not a negative comment on the briefers. 
Virtually all the principals who commented on the 
subject praised the professionalism of the briefers. 
In an important sense, that fact might be seen as the 
genesis of the deep dives. 

For John Hamre, the deputy secretary of defense, 
the PDB served the function that other ofcials 
have noted: it helped them all stay on the same 
page. He also valued the briefers. 

Because I am a slow reader (I sufer from mild 
dyslexia), I opted for a briefng about the PDB, 
during the morning drive into the ofce. Te 
briefer selected the most important materials 
and integrated these materials with a range 
of additional inputs into a useful process and 
product. What I found most valuable about 
this daily PDB briefng is that it synchronized 
me with my counterparts in the administra-
tion every morning. Invariably I would receive 
a phone call from one of my counterparts, 
questioning something that appeared in the 
PBD. I needed to know the facts and context of 
the problem so that I could bring the resources 
of the department to bear on its solution.38 

James Steinberg, who had moved from INR to 
become deputy national security advisor, placed yet 
more emphasis on the role of the briefer: 

I think the most satisfying part was [that] 
there was a very clear sense through the rela-
tionship with the briefer...that was a medium 
through which we could defne our interests 
and areas of concern, and that requests for 
information, clarifcation, follow-up could be 
pursued. And I thought that was very efec-
tive...we were extremely well served.39 

Virtually all of the Clinton administration princi-
pals who commented on the subject praised their 
briefers’ professionalism, despite these diferences 
in how they were used. Tat was true of the other 
administrations as well. Te briefers were and are 
experienced analysts; being a briefer, especially to 
the president, was prized within CIA and regarded 
as an almost-certain steppingstone to high advance-
ment. Briefers across all the administrations said 
they came to be treated like part of the family. One 
briefer recalled being in the secretary of defense’s 
ofce and asking where he could get cofee. He 
was quickly shown to the secretary’s own cofee 
pot. Teir challenge was to be part of the family 
but not of the “team” in any political sense, and so 
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they found it uncomfortable when the conversation 
turned in a domestic political direction. 

Te PDB itself, however, received mixed reviews. 
Tough Hamre noted that the PDB was “valuable 
[because] it synchronized me with my counterparts 
in the administration every morning,” his apprecia-
tion for his briefers seems to have been their ability 
to compensate for a shortcoming in the document 
itself—their ability to “integrate lots of data, some 
that went beyond what was in the President’s Daily 
Brief.”40 For Chief of Staf John Podesta, the PDB 

was more timely but to some extent thinner 
than, for example, the INR product [INR 
Morning Summary]...the thing that was miss-
ing that might have been helpful in shaping 
policy was not what was happening today but 
what was going to [happen] a year from now. 
Tere was kind of that mid-ground of interest-
ing trends that were happening.... It’s sort of 
the diference between reading the daily news-
paper and reading.... the New Yorker or the 
Atlantic Monthly.41 

President Clinton’s second national security advisor, 
Samuel (“Sandy”) Berger, seems also to have found 
the PDB to be a bit thin, and so provided the State 
Department’s INR Morning Summary in tandem 
with the PDB: 

I started giving the president the PDB and 
the INR Summary together; I felt much better 
about it. Tey’re diferent products. Te PDB 
is the most important intelligence that we have 
that day...that ought to be brought to the pres-
ident’s attention. Te INR embeds it in a little 
more analysis. Probably President Clinton 
would have read it had it been three times as 
long with a little bit more context...you know, 
you go from Bosnia to North Korea to bump, 
to bump, to bump...it’s a short album of snap- 
shots which, I think, if put together with other 
intelligence, is fne. Standing alone, I think, I 
would have redesigned it.42 

Steinberg ofered a similar assessment, attributing 
a large measure of the value of the PDB to the in-
teraction with analysts it occasioned, rather than to 
the document itself. As he described it, the relation-
ship with the briefer was “about 75 percent of the 
value. I think I was less satisfed with the kind of the 
canned product, the daily product [PDB], which 
was, you know, in part because it was designed to 
meet multiple audiences.”43 

Steinberg’s highlighting of the “multiple audience” 
problem suggests that the Clinton administration’s 
somewhat ambivalent relationship with the PDB 
might have stemmed in part from its relatively 
broad circulation, including content on topics of in-
terest to so many may have come at the expense of 
depth, context, and trend projection. Te breadth of 
its distribution may also have contributed to what 
Steinberg has characterized as a disconnect between 
what the PDB editors thought policymakers needed 
to know, and what it was they were actually inter-
ested in—that is, the need to serve many masters 
may have reduced the document’s focus on the 
issues any single policymaker, or group of policy-
makers, deemed most important. Although Stein-
berg did think there was “some improvement over 
time,” he nonetheless thought that the INR Morning 
Summary compared favorably with the PDB, per-
haps because the people preparing the former were 
closer to policymakers than CIA analysts, in the 
sense that unlike CIA ofcers, they are in the same 
building with the policy ofcials they seek to help, 
and so can interact directly with them more easily.44 

One particular challenge of intelligence support 
to policy is not unique to the PDB context but is 
sharper there—assessing the foreign counterparts 
of US foreign policy leaders. Leaders, especially 
elected ofcials, got where they are in consider-
able measure because of their people skills, and 
so are likely to reckon themselves better analysts 
of counterparts than someone sitting in Langley. 
As important, they will have direct dealings with 
those counterparts and usually are notoriously 
bad at debriefng anyone, let alone intelligence 
ofcers. Tis challenge is more pronounced in the 
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PDB context because the readers are so senior, and relatively static, while US leaders acquire more and 
thus are in frequent touch with prime ministers more texture through their dealings with counter-
and foreign ministers. One briefer recalled Vice parts. Te challenge is all the greater if intelligence 
President Gore’s uttering an epithet when he read a and its sources don’t bring much to the party—as 
description of a Russian leader with whom he had is likely to be the case with countries in which only 
dealt. Moreover, CIA assessments on paper will be open-source information is available. 
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Two events during the presidency of George W. 
Bush resulted in signifcant change in the PDB 
production process—the creation of the ofce of 
the director of national intelligence (ODNI) at the 
end of 2004, and the beginning of what came to be 
called “deep dives”—deeper looks at particular is-
sues—in the latter part of the second term. Togeth-
er, these changes made the PDB process somewhat 
more cumbersome and the clearance process more 
involved as a larger number of agencies contributed 
content and advance scheduling became more of a 
necessity. In the end, though, most of the content 
continued to be contributed by CIA. Like Clinton, 
George W. Bush entered ofce having had little ex-
posure to intelligence products and without estab-
lished preferences or routines for receiving them. 
How he used the PDB thus evolved a good deal 
over his two terms in ofce. Ten-Principal Deputy 
Director of National Intelligence Michael Hayden’s 
comments nicely summarize the change in Bush 
43’s intelligence savvy over time: 

In the frst term, most people were very happy 
that he had...surrounded himself with what 
was thought to be the “A Team”—Condi Rice, 
Secretary Rumsfeld, Colin Powell, and so on. 
It was my observation in the second term that 
the president—and I don’t mean this to criti-
cize his advisers—but that the president had 
grown past his advisers in his understanding of 
things.45 

Hayden attributes this development in no small 
measure to the PDB, an attribution that seems on 
the mark. During the Bush 43 presidency, the PDB 
process—what was provided to the president and 
how it was used—all evolved over time. As a result, 
the PDB became less the “snapshots” lamented by 
Berger and more of a content-driven discussion 
between policymakers and intelligence analysts, 
including a series of conversations—the “deep 
dives.” Bush 43 established a close working relation-
ship with CIA early on, apparently in large measure 
because of his quick and easy rapport with DCI 
George Tenet, a marked contrast to the relationship 
between Clinton and his three DCIs, especially 
Woolsey. Tenet would meet with Bush 43 several 
times each week and ofen would be present at the 
daily briefngs.46 Tese briefngs were also regu-
larly attended by Vice President Cheney, National 
Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice, and Chief of 
Staf Andrew H. Card, Jr., who counted among the 
small group of a half dozen advisers who received 
the PDB.47

 Te frst set of changes was driven not by the 
president and his preferences but rather by the 
aferefects of the 9/11 terrorist attacks. First, in the 
spring of 2004, the contents and use of the PDB 
came under public scrutiny as a result of Rice’s 
testimony before the National Commission on 
Terrorist Attacks on the United States, popularly 
called the “9/11 Commission,” which was charged 
with providing a “full and complete account of the 
circumstances surrounding the attacks.” One partic-
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ular focal point of the controversy was the contents 
and impact of a PDB item on 6 August 2001, just a 
month before the attacks, entitled “Bin Laden De-
termined to Strike US.” Tat document, reproduced 
in the appendix, was declassifed and included in 
the commission report.48 

Te rather spectacular title quickly elevated the 6 
August PDB to infamy and placed the administra-
tion on the defensive about its use of intelligence. 
As with newspapers, the title had been added by the 
editors of the PDB, not the authors. It was the head-
line, however, that created the most heat, more so 
than the document’s origins, tone, and content. In 
origin, the item was diferent from many PDB items 
for it had not been touched of by the acquisition of 
a new piece of intelligence that required the pres-
ident’s attention. Rather, it originated in a request 
from the president, either directly or surmised by 
the briefer from conversation. In terms of composi- 
tion, one experienced analyst called the 6 August 
entry “a classic CIA response” to a White House re-
quest, while a national security reporter for the New 
York Times characterized it as a “terse distillation 
of what the Central Intelligence Agency had pieced 
together over four years,” provided in “11 dispas-
sionate paragraphs” and a “neutral tone.”49 

To be sure, the tone was dry and the brevity of the 
PDB format confning. It sounded historical but 
was meant to convey a fve-part current message: 
while we have no specifc indications of an attack 
on the United States, we know bin Laden wants to 
attack, has tried and may be trying, al-Qa‘ida has 
people here, and the FBI has seen suspicious activi-
ty consistent with hijackings or other attack. In the 
review process, a request for more detail entailed 
more communication between the CIA and FBI, 
leading to the mention of the 70 ongoing al-Qa‘ida– 
related investigations in the last paragraph. 

In her testimony to the 9/11 Commission and later, 
Rice depicted the PDB’s contents as vague, descrip-
tive rather than predictive—outlining bin Laden’s 
aspirations, not his capabilities—and historical.50 
Bush explained the PDB and his administration’s 
response to it in similar terms: 

Te PDB was no indication of a terrorist 
threat. Tere was not a time and place of an 
attack. It said Osama bin Laden had designs 
on America. Well, I knew that. What I wanted 
to know was, is there any- thing specifcally 
going to take place in America that we needed 
to react to?51 

Yet in light of actual events, many observers con-
sidered the 6 August PDB to be smoking-gun 
evidence of a lax policy response to an alarming 
warning—one commentator called Rice’s testimony 
an indicator of “ominous passivity,” while another 
ofered the acerbic comment that “putting together 
the facts may not have been as simple as adding 
2+2, but it couldn’t have been more complicated 
than 2+2+2.”52 Others, however, considered the 
PDB item to be but one among many that provided 
information that was serious but speculative, and 
nonspecifc in nature. Intelligence expert Richard 
K. Betts, for example, argued that as a hallmark 
of the administration’s use of intelligence product 
the 6 August PDB should not necessarily be all 
that damning for the administration. During tense 
times, high ofcials are ofen fooded with incon- 
clusive warnings of numerous potential dangers, 
generally without specifc “actionable” information, 
discussion of the relative likelihood of various sce-
narios, or evidence about which ones are worth the 
diversion of scare resources to counter.53 

Te 6 August PDB thus intensifed the ongoing 
national post-9/11 debate about how to “fx” intelli-
gence, and policymakers’ use of it.54 Tis discussion 
culminated at the end of 2004 in the creation of the 
ODNI. Tat immediately afected who delivered 
the PDB: John Negroponte, the frst DNI, won the 
contest with the DCI (who then became the di-
rector of CIA, or DCIA) for the job of delivering 
the PDB to the president. When Negroponte took 
over the PDB, he delegated the responsibility to 
Tomas Fingar, who served as both the chairman 
of the NIC and the deputy DNI for analysis. In that 
latter capacity, he supervised the PDB and appoint-
ed an assistant deputy DNI for analysis to manage 
the process. Te CIA’s Directorate of Intelligence 
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continued to provide the bulk of the review staf, 
but staf was expanded to include representatives 
from INR, DIA, and eventually other contributing 
agencies. As Negroponte recalled, the contributions 
of the other agencies remained slender, given the 
small size of some of those analytic shops and their 
other responsibilities: 

Te one thing we tried to change substantively 
was that we tried to get a few more agencies 
involved in the drafing, so...INR used to get 
some pieces in every now and then, the FBI, 
the NSA. But let’s face it, the lion’s share was 
CIA. It was 95 percent.55 

Negroponte was succeeded by VAdm. Michael 
McConnell, whose tenure as DNI overlapped with 
Gen. Michael Hayden’s term as DCIA. Although 
some measure of competition between the two 
agencies persisted across leadership terms and al-
though CIA still did the bulk of the work preparing 
the PDB, Hayden’s approach to working with the 
new agency was to defuse what tension he could: 

I deferred to the DNI...this is kind of all 
screwed up between the DCI and the DNI— 
the only way you can make it work is on a 
personal basis...it can be overcome with per-
sonal contact. My general mantra is the DNI 
owes the DCI freedom of action; the DCI owes 
the DNI transparency....Tat’s to be the social 
contract.56 

Frances Townsend, the homeland security advisor, 
preferred a diferent solution, suggesting that inter-
agency competition was not helpful and could have 
been discouraged by having the two agency heads 
attend the briefng together—more frequently than 
the once a week that was the then-current prac-
tice: “A president, if he had them both in the room, 
could instill some discipline that requires them to 
get over it.”57 

However, even if Townsend’s approach could 
have solved one problem, it might have magnifed 
another: although in Washington it is a very rare 

ofcial indeed who turns down an opportunity for 
face time with the president, it remains a matter of 
debate whether sitting in on briefngs, including 
to the president, is actually a good use of time for 
one agency head, let alone two. When McConnell 
was DNI, for example, a senior member of his staf 
commented that all the waiting outside the Oval 
Ofce lef McConnell trying to manage the Intelli-
gence Community on his Blackberry. Negroponte, 
on the other hand, had no qualms about devoting 
time to preparing to sit in on the briefng of the 
president: 

Tat was a popular issue, because, “Oh, was 
he doing that at the expense of running the 
Community.” And my answer is, “Well, okay. 
It took me a couple of hours to prepare for the 
PDB, maybe. But I would have done that for 
any job…” I would spend a certain amount of 
time reading intelligence in any case. I’m going 
to say [I spent] 25 percent of my time support-
ing the White House.58 

Concerns about time notwithstanding, Negroponte 
and others have called attention to the benefts that 
derive from the head of the Intelligence Communi-
ty having regular, direct contact with the president. 
Tat contact, they argue, is crucial to doing their 
job well. Negroponte again: 

You can have a debate about the merits of 
having the DNI in the room for every briefng. 
In some ways, the upside is it gives a little top 
cover to the briefer. If they ask a hard question 
or a politically delicate question about policy, 
you have somebody there who can take the 
question on it. Also, it’s nice to have a witness, 
just as a sounding board and someone who 
can help out...the president is the command-
er in chief and he’s got all these authorities. 
It [being there] helps you set your priorities 
during the day, too, based on what you might 
have heard during that morning briefng. I 
wouldn’t change that.59 
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Other senior ofcials, however, voiced concerns, 
or worse, about DCIs’ or DNIs’ becoming too close 
to the White House. As one senior CIA ofcer put 
it: “Te downside...if the DNI is in there every day, 
you run the risk that Tenet ran.… If you’re there ev-
ery day, you start—informally, you become part of 
the team.”60 Te Tenet reference concerns his com-
ment to the president, at a meeting on 12 December 
2002, that the evidence that Iraq had weapons of 
mass destruction was “a slam dunk case,” when in 
fact no such weapons were found. Richard Armit-
age, the deputy secretary of state for Bush 43, was 
an even more plainspoken critic: 

I’ve been opposed to the director...briefng the 
president on a daily basis...because you bond 
with your client. It’s a natural human tendency 
and I think it’s a bad thing for intelligence of-
cers. I would prefer to keep it, frst of all, at the 
briefer level, not having a principal briefng the 
principal, because you bond.61 

Although views on the nature and value of the 
relationship created by the DNI’s presence at the 
daily briefngs difer, members of the George W. 
Bush administration are almost uniformly positive 
about the PDB’s content. General Hayden consid-
ered Bush 43’s exposure to the PDB largely to be 
responsible for his becoming a seasoned consumer, 
and DNI McConnell has described the PDB as very 
important: 

Te PDB is a wonderful document, because 
it is focused on the key issues and it goes into 
enough depth to be able to make sure you un-
derstand. It’s written clearly and concisely. We 
put a lot of efort into that. If you read just the 
PDB, you are very, very well informed.62 

Joshua Bolten, the president’s chief of staf in the 
second term, noted that he did not apply his usual 
flter to the PDB and related material: 

I had weighed in a number of times earlier in 
the administration to suggest that the president 
was getting too much granular information— 

that he was actually reading the threat ma-
trix... [I said that I] look at the same thing and 
I think it’s ridiculous for the president to try to 
read this thing. It’s just raw intelligence.… But 
the president liked it, and he was interested. 

In almost every other aspect of the president’s 
day, I viewed it as my job to flter the presiden-
tial from the nonpresidential. I did not view 
the PDB that way, and my guess is that I there-
fore probably allowed more to get through to 
the president than was necessary. But that was 
also partly the president’s preference...the pres-
ident had been doing this for fve years, and he 
had his way of doing things. He knew what he 
liked and what he wanted.63 

Condoleezza Rice echoed comments of those in 
prior administrations for whom the PDB was 
valuable, as much because it let them know what 
the president was seeing as for any other reason. 
Still, she shared Armitage’s trepidation that the DNI 
would bond with the president; so, too, were both 
cognizant of the PDB’s potential negative efects. 
Tese, for Rice, ranged from the comparatively 
benign—the PDB’s content lagging behind the pace 
of diplomacy, for example—to the more danger-
ous, which she described as the president’s getting 
“spun up” over a minor item. It was for this reason 
in particular that she didn’t want the president to 
read the PDB without the national security advisor 
in the room. Armitage conveyed his feelings, again 
more bluntly: 

I think the PDB is one of the most dangerous 
things known to man.... I call it that because 
something may stick in the president’s mind 
which doesn’t have the opportunity to fesh it-
self out in the PDB, which leads me to another 
pet peeve...in the intelligence product, I think 
that just like in the newspaper, the analysts 
probably aren’t responsible for the headline, but 
the headline might be what people remember. 
It’s bad. It can be very bad. It can be very mis-
leading—and always without intent to do so.64 
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Armitage’s worrying over the “granularity” of the 
PDB was somewhat mitigated by the emergence 
of “deep dives” in the second part of Bush’s second 
term, in early 2007. Success has a thousand par-
ents, most especially in Washington, and like many 
things in government, it evolved as much as it was 
created. Fingar recalls a portentous scene at Bolling 
Air Force Base—the location of the ODNI before 
its permanent building in Liberty Crossing was 
fnished—afer McConnell’s swearing-in ceremony. 
Te president redirected a conversation that was to 
have been about links between analysis and collec-
tion into one about how the analysts could under-
stand what he was interested in. As Fingar recalls, 

I was with others...hovering around, and 
the president sat down and began to muse, 
“Do the analysts really know what I think? 
Wouldn’t it be useful for them to know what 
I’m actually interested in? Tey write about 
things without awareness of what I’m worried 
about.”65 

Still, it is Bolten, and National Security Advisor Ste-
phen Hadley, who are uniformly identifed as being 
central to the introduction of deep dives. Fingar re-
calls that the conversation with the president led to 
an implicit tasking for Hadley to develop the idea, 
with McConnell and Fingar. Homeland Security 
Advisor Frances Townsend recalls a conversation 
with both Bolten and Hadley, though Hadley gives 
the credit to Bolten: 

It was an idea that Josh Bolten actually had, 
which I thought was a good idea...we took it 
to the president. He was a little skeptical, said 
we’d try it, and afer a couple, three weeks of 
shakedown, he liked it. And so we did it for the 
rest of the administration.66 

Long before the deep dives, senior policymakers 
had begun to worry that the PDB sessions were 
becoming not just briefngs, but also policy con-
versations—between the president and intelligence 
analysts. Hadley recalled, “[Secretary of Defense 
Donald] Rumsfeld kept saying to me…, ‘Te 

president, he’s sitting down with these intel briefers 
and he’s having policy discussions, and his policy 
principals aren’t there, and that isn’t a good thing to 
do.”67 Bolten agreed: 

As chief of staf...I found it unhealthy that he 
[the president] was having a pretty vigorous 
policy debate and debate about the intelligence 
with the briefer. And Steve [Hadley] and I got 
together and said, “You know, let’s open up the 
aperture a bit here for the president, and let’s 
give him access to the people who prepared the 
piece so that he can drill down better.... Let’s 
invite in other members of the senior national 
security team, because the president’s spending 
a lot of time and he’s having important conver-
sations with too small an audience.”68 

Tus, it became practice for policy principals to 
participate in the deep dives. Fingar and McConnell 
provide more detail. Fingar’s take: 

Te president spends between 30 minutes 
and an hour with us six days a week.... Read-
ahead papers [are] provided to the principals, 
analysts [go] into the Oval Ofce to present 
and defend and respond to questions, sort of 
demonstrating who we are, what we know, 
to be able to say directly what we don’t know, 
what assumptions we are making, to talk 
about the collection capabilities. We’ve done 
almost 100 of these deep dives. We’ve had more 
than 200 analysts who have been participants 
in this. I confess to a high degree of trepidation 
when we began this. I knew we could start of 
with a bang. I wasn’t sure how deep our bench 
was.... But afer 100 of these, we are still going 
strong. And we have them scheduled out for 
weeks, and in some cases months in advance, 
because they have proven useful.”69 

McConnell described the process this way: 

In the Oval, we always had the president, vice 
president, chief of staf, [and] Steve Hadley at 
a minimum.... We organized the week so we 
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could focus on principal issues. On Monday, it 
was Iraq-focused. So in addition to the play-
ers I just mentioned, we frequently had the 
SecDef, the SecState, and the chairman Joint 
Chiefs on Monday. Tuesday was homeland 
security-focused...in addition to that group, 
we’d have the attorney general, the director of 
the FBI, and secretary of homeland security. 
Wednesday was kind of intelligence day, and 
what we [would] do was a deep dive on a topic 
of interest.... When we gave the president the 
deep dive piece the night before, I would say at 
the 95-percent level he read it before [we ar-
rived]. Tursday was CIA Ops and Friday Iraq 
or Afghanistan, whichever was hotter. Deep 
dives could be added at any time, including 
Saturdays, based on the president’s interest.70 

Te deep dives generally got high marks all around. 
DNI Negroponte put the value in terms of the evo-
lution of the administration: 

I think by the second term, [the president] 
probably had a little better sense of what [in-
telligence] could and couldn’t do, and he also 
had a bit better sense of what...I think he had 
a good sense of what it is to be a customer 
of intelligence. It’s not a magic bullet, but it’s 
very important too. And he also had a very 
interesting Socratic sort of method—a very 
dialectic style. I mean he’d almost invariably 
start out by kind of questioning a report and 
then through the process of questioning would 
refne his opinion and his judgment and his 
understanding of an issue. So he really liked 
engaging the analysts. He liked meeting the an-
alysts who wrote the pieces.71 

Cheney, too, valued the direct interaction between 
policymakers and analysts that the deep dives occa-
sioned: 

I thought it was useful. I thought it was helpful 
from time to time to have Secretary Paulson 
there, because we were involved in the Trea-
sury in some way. Get the secretary of state 

over, secretary of defense. Maybe get them all 
there.... I mean they were invaluable sessions, 
because you’d learn a lot. Tere was an oppor-
tunity for them [the analysts] to show what 
they could do, what they knew.... You couldn’t 
help but be impressed by the people. Te cal-
iber of the personnel that we saw through 
that.... It gave you a fair degree of confdence 
in terms of what we were doing.72 

Te vice president made clear, though, that the wid-
er group should be an occasional event, not a regu-
lar one: “You need to avoid increasing the number 
of people to the extent that it changes the nature 
of the PDB sessions. A couple of cabinet members 
once a week would probably be okay. [Te] presi-
dent needs to have that regular daily session where 
he can discuss the most sensitive subjects with a 
very small group.”73 

Hayden stressed the value to the analysts of the 
deep dive briefngs: 

Tey became interactive—[that] is the neutral 
word; contentious is an accurate word—occa-
sionally, [the president would say], “Ahh [so-
and-so] doesn’t think that way. I just talked to 
him,”—that sort of thing, which, by the way, 
is a magnifcent experience for the analyst. I 
mean, let’s not forget everybody in the room’s 
getting infuenced, and the analyst now is 
leaving, saying, I never thought the president 
thought about it that way.”74 

From the analysts’ perspective, deep dives were 
exhilarating if also sometimes terrifying. Te 
president reportedly would ofen say at the end 
of the dive, in efect, you’ve given me your assess-
ment, now tell me what you think I should do. By 
all accounts, if an analyst demurred, saying that 
wasn’t really his or her job, that was fne; but so too 
was it fne for the analyst to give a personal view on 
policy. In Negroponte’s words, 

Well, frst of all, he tried to make [the ana- 
lysts] comfortable, because he’s a very consid-
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erate man. Because some of them come in half 
petrifed. And he would sort of ask them what 
their background was, where they’d studied... 
and he’d end up being pretty impressed by the 
kinds of qualifcations these people have. Yeah, 
he was very interested in what they had to 
say—I mean, there were times when he could 
get very cross with the analysis, but that’s just 
human. Of course, there were also times—and 
this is not the fault of the analysts—where they 
were writing about some leader who he hap-
pened to know very well. Yeah, and he’d just... 
say, “Well, that’s not what he told me.”75 

Fingar regards only a small number of these poli-
cymaker-intelligence interactions as having been 
unsuccessful: 

From my perspective it was a very small 
number—less than fve—that really didn’t 
work. What the precise combination of ana-
lyst not [being] adequately prepared, or the 
topic didn’t lend itself...or the president had 
a stomachache, or the vice president weighed 
in on something else and squeezed the time. I 
don’t think there was a pattern to what didn’t 
work.76 

Te combination of the DNI plus a president com-
fortable with the details of foreign policy and thus 
eager to reach out for deeper dives changed the na-
ture of the process. From the analysts’ perspective, 
the PDB staf wanted to tee up pieces ahead of time 
to make sure they met policy concerns and to help 
with scheduling. In this framework, they—and key 
briefers— might ask for a piece ahead of time to get 
a sense of it and mull it over. Tis meant they might 
fddle with the piece, or that it would be overtaken 
and have to be changed anyway. Te review process 
was lengthy in any case, leaving analysts with the 
impression that they should spend as little time 
writing and leave time for several layers of mulling. 
Tat meant that preparing and shepherding a single 
piece might take the better part of a week. Items 
that were responses to breaking events were to be 

done, ideally, the same day—but even those could 
take as long as several days to get out. 

From Fingar’s perspective of the deep dives, 

Te PDB staf didn’t bring any concerns to me 
and, as far as I recall, did not have to do ad-
ditional work. Te DI took this very seriously 
and rehearsed their people when they were to 
do a deep dive.... Tere was no impact on the 
number of pieces in the PDB. [While the] DI 
was almost totally geared to producing for that 
vehicle...by simple arithmetic, there were not 
enough spaces in the book to accommodate 
even one piece per DI analyst per year.... By the 
time we were doing deep dives, a very high per-
centage (roughly 70 percent when I lef) were 
written with input from analysts in multiple 
agencies. Most of this was bottom-up collab-
oration—analysts, usually at the DI, reaching 
out to counterparts elsewhere and without for-
mal coordination between agencies.77

 Bolten ofered a diferent, more general comment 
on the nature of the policy-intelligence relationship 
during the Bush 43 administration, raising two 
important issues—bias and the craf of analysis. In 
the latter, he echoed Scowcrof’s comments from 
Bush 41: 

[Te president] ofen suspected bias, he ofen 
suspected policy diferences, and it was hard 
for him to get past that.... It’s hard to get past 
that if you’re not actually talking with the per-
son who wrote the piece...no discredit or dis-
paragement of the briefers themselves, [who] I 
thought were exceptionally good professionals. 
But they didn’t write the pieces...what partly 
generated the president’s frustration is that 
there were not always clear distinctions drawn 
between “here’s what we actually know, here’s 
what we have a little bit of evidence for but 
we’re guessing about, here’s what we’re really 
guessing about, and here’s our opinion...” 
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Te most difcult one was a situation in which 
there would be just one small piece of evidence, 
which to an intelligence professional is pretty 
exciting when you’ve been looking for evidence 
for a long time, but then it ends up...magnify-
ing the importance of a particular piece of in-
telligence. And a lot of times we had the feeling 
that conclusions were being drawn based on 
relatively limited evidence. I think a number 
of pieces would have been better had they 
said, “We have a piece of evidence, and based 
on this small piece of evidence, we think it 
points in this direction, which, if you took it far 
enough, a conclusion would be X.” But ofen 
those intermediate steps were lef out—maybe 
for purposes of brevity.78 

Several other principals commented that the as-
sessments of Iraqi weapons of mass destruction in 
2002 had lef the president skeptical of intelligence, 
and of NIEs in particular. Tere was also concern 
that the well-intentioned initiatives in tradecraf 

spawned by the failure—especially the emphasis on 
more careful sourcing—could have the unintended 
side efect of enhancing, rather than diminishing, 
the PDB’s snapshot character, fltering out the ana-
lysts’ expert views that were a feature of the Morn-
ing Summary.79 To some extent, the deep dives 
ofered a way to assuage both sets of concerns— 
helping rebuild the confdence the president and 
other high-level policymakers had in intelligence 
and, at the same time, giving them direct access to 
analysts and their expertise.

 Over the course of Bush 43’s two terms, the PDB 
process evolved from the president’s being briefed 
on a shorter, seven–to–10-page document, while 
the president read along, to, by the second term, a 
longer document accompanied by a deeper in-
teraction with CIA and other intelligence briefers 
and analysts.80 However the administration’s use 
of intelligence is judged, the relationship between 
intelligence and policy underwent a marked trans-
formation during George W. Bush’s eight years in 
ofce. 
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Looking Ahead 
A Comparison of the PDB and the PDB Process across Three Administrations 

George H. W. Bush Bill Clinton George W. Bush 
President briefed 
orally? 
How wide the 
readership? 
Did PDB process 
change over term? 

PDB a part of foreign 
policy process? 

Deeper dives? 

Comments on 
competition? 

Yes 

Very restricted; docu-
ments not left 

No 

Yes, was part of morn-
ing rolling senior staff 

meeting 
No, though in all admin-
istra- tions other docu-
ments came with PDB 

No 

Not consistently; some-
times read later in day 
Much wider, up to two 

dozen 

No 

No, though for some 
deputies, especially, was 

early warning 
No, relatively few fol-

low-up questions from 
president 

Yes, some thought INR 
Morning 

Summary a little richer 

Yes 

Between the two previous 

Yes: deep dives 

Yes, especially after deep 
dives became policy conver-

sation 

Yes, key feature of PDB in 
sec- ond term 

No 

Te frst overarching question raised by the PDB 
case study—Is something like the current PDB 
process the best use of a morning half-hour of the 
president’s time, given America’s circumstances in 
the 2010s?—is specifc to the PDB. However, the 
second—What are the implications of thinking of 
intelligence as a process, not a product?—has pro-
found implications across the relationship between 
intelligence and policy. Plainly, the answer to the 
frst question will depend on the president. Yet the 
early months of intelligence support, through the 

PDB or in other ways, are bound to be rich in sheer 
volume of information. 

Over time, though, that will change, and the presi-
dent will want something else or something more. 
It would be natural to move toward deeper dives 
and more conversations with experts and to build 
of the intelligence to engage in a policy conversa-
tion among the principals, ranging from traditional 
national security topics to economics, homeland 
security, or global health. Te virtue of the deep 
dives was that they began with intelligence, and 
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in that sense, they followed the logic of President 
George W. Bush’s ofer to the briefers: you’ve given 
me your assessment of the situation, now tell me 
what I should do. It is interesting that the idea of 
the dives came from neither intelligence nor foreign 
policy ofcials but rather from the president’s chief 
of staf (whose father was a professional intelligence 
ofcer). 

Te more the PDB, and the relationship between in-
telligence and policy more generally, were thought 
of as a conversation—not a commodity—the more 
ways that conversation could be provoked. Fully 
coordinated background papers would hardly be 
required and might be regarded as less helpful than 
the views of a single expert analyst, or the contrar-
ian views of a “red cell,” or even pure speculations 
clearly labeled as such. And the “provocateurs” 
might include FBI or DHS analysts, or even doctors 
from the National Institutes of Health. Te toll on 
the CIA’s analytical corps in preparing the PDB 
could be reduced correspondingly. 

In these conversations, the intelligence analysts 
are the intelligence “product”—or, better labeled, 
“output”—not the written analyses. In considerable 
measure, the briefers already play that role. Tey 
take background notes to help them explain PDB 
items and, as intelligence professionals, are careful 
not to get into issues they do not understand. In 
that sense, policy ofcials sometimes see them more 
as couriers than as briefers. But they are really in 
the business of serving clients, answering questions 
when they can and fnding answers quickly when 
they cannot. Tey are, and think of themselves as, 
a kind of special team. Tey are as important as 
the product they deliver. And their “clients” regard 
them so—witness the laudatory comments about 
the briefers across all three administrations. 

Tere are other precedents for thinking of people, 
not paper, as the product of intelligence analy-
sis. NIEs did not come up ofen in the comments 
of senior policy ofcials, and when they did, the 
comments were not always favorable. Yet in a very 
real sense the products of the National Intelligence 
Council (NIC) are people, not paper. Te estimates 

are homework, keeping the NIC in touch with 
analysts around the Intelligence Community; they 
are also calling cards, demonstrating what the NIC 
can do. But the real product is not the output of 
NIEs but the corps of national intelligence ofcers 
(NIOs), experts in positions to attend meetings and 
ofer judgment. And in those interactions, they do 
not have to be so careful to avoid speaking to Bush 
43’s question: What should I do? 

For all the digital technology, face time between 
intelligence and policy ofcials remains important, 
perhaps increasingly so. Policy ofcials, like most 
other people, think they can absorb information 
faster by reading than by being briefed. Yet, if a 
senior policy ofcial asks intelligence for a paper, 
chances are the response will be somewhat out of 
focus. In contrast, as Bush 43 found, spending 20 
minutes with an expert analyst allows the analyst to 
be clear about what is needed and gives the policy 
ofcial the opportunity to calibrate the expert. 

Beneath these overarching questions, the PDB case 
study raises a number of more specifc issues and 
lessons in best practice. Te frst of these is specifc 
to the PDB, but the others all have relevance for 
intelligence-policy relations well beyond the PDB. 

Who should deliver the PDB? 
Tis of course turns on whether the PDB is con-
sidered a commodity or a conversation. No one 
in Washington will turn down face time with the 
president. If the president asks, the DNI is bound 
to attend the briefngs. In Washington, proximity to 
power is power, and the DNI’s presence while the 
president is being briefed helps lend greater author-
ity to the position. Tat said, the tangles in the rela- 
tionship between the DNI and the DCIA run well 
beyond the PDB. As Hayden’s comments suggest, 
the PDB issues can be worked out if the personal 
chemistry between the two is good—which hasn’t 
always been the case even in the short history of the 
DNI. 

Te episodes in this case study, though, do point to 
a need to work out an agreed procedure between 
the DCIA, whose troops do the bulk of the work, 
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and the DNI, who oversees the process and presents 
the document. More generally, perhaps the rela-
tion- ship between the FBI director and the attor-
ney general is a kind of model for those between 
the DCIA and the DNI: the FBI director is formally 
the attorney general’s subordinate, but there is the 
expectation that he will have his own, independent 
relationship with the president as well. 

How should it be delivered? 
Tis also turns on whether the PDB is considered a 
commodity or a conversation. But James Steinberg’s 
thought that advancing technology could facilitate 
much more interaction is provocative, especially, 
perhaps, early in an administration when the pure 
information and question-answering content of 
the PDB is high. Te use of iPads and the like will 
be the future of intelligence—they are already the 
present for policy ofcers. To be sure, those devices 
challenge the way intelligence does its business, 
most obviously in quality control if analysts are 
answering questions from policy ofcials more or 
less on the fy. But intelligence will need to adapt, 
at least by empowering some set of analysts to 
respond to questions without having to run the 
answers through many levels of quality control. 
PDB briefers are already in that position. Tey 
are serving clients, not just providing products to 
consumers. 

More generally, for all the experimenting through 
the years with video, intelligence products remain 
remarkably unchanged: they are primarily static, 
branded, and stovepiped. Tey are words on a page 
or bytes on a computer produced within agency 
stovepipes that give pride of place to subject-matter 
expertise. Indeed, a team of intelligence ofcers 
working on the question realized that the language 
of “products” was itself confning because it tended 
to channel thinking into the familiar grooves—ones 
that were static and commoditized. Tus, they sug-
gested switching to “outputs” to open up thinking 
both about what it is the Intelligence Community 
“produces” and how the IC interacts with policy 
ofcials to share the fruits of its work.81 

For instance, in principle, social media, especially 
wikis but perhaps also Facebook and others, might 
provide openings for rethinking outputs. Wikis 
seem tailor-made for intelligence. As evolving, 
living documents, changed as new evidence sur-
faces and new ideas arise, wiki pages let experts in 
diferent subject areas come together, while permit-
ting interested nonexperts to challenge views. And 
throughout, they maintain easily followed and rich 
metadata about where evidence comes from and 
who altered content. 

Tese innovations do pose challenges to the way 
the community currently does its business. Assur-
ing quality is much easier with products than with 
people, especially if those people are responding 
to policy ofcials more or less in real time. And if 
analyses were produced through a wiki, who would 
get to participate—only designated analysts, or a 
wider set? What about consumers? Tey too are 
ofen experts, and they surely have human sourc-
es—policy counterparts in other countries—that 
intelligence does not. Could they participate? None 
of these challenges is easy, but the Intelligence 
Community is going to face them in any case. And 
the experience of the PDB briefers suggests what 
can be possible. 

“Tell me what you know and you’re sure of; tell 
me what you don’t know and you’re sure you don’t 
know it; and tell me when you’re guessing about 
something.” Tis is one version of the line Colin 
Powell has used in many forums. While this case 
study has focused on senior consumers of intel-
ligence, what they need and want, rather than 
on the tradecraf of intelligence analysis, it does 
speak to the latter. One of the tradecraf issues that 
runs through this case study is frequent confusion 
among policymakers about what they were hearing. 
Condoleezza Rice, for instance, thought that specu-
lative pieces were fne but should look diferent. 
Brent Scowcrof was also eloquent about the con-
tinuum from facts to interpretations to predictions. 
Intelligence’s specially collected information can 
sometimes solve puzzles about what is going on. In 
that sense, pictures—really satellite imagery—can 
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be worth a thousand words (especially in the hands 
of a good imagery analyst). Many PDB items fall 
into Scowcrof’s second category, interpretation: 
“Here’s what we’ve seen or learned, and here’s what 
it means.” 

Te rub is that most interesting intelligence ques-
tions begin where the information ends. Tey 
involve more than interpretation; they involve pro-
jection, if not prediction: “Here’s what we think will 
happen next, and here’s why.” Te why is not ofen 
specifc information. Rather, it is inference from 
history, or patterns elsewhere, or deductions from 
how states or groups behave. PDB items are not 
conducive to spelling out the reasoning in detail, so 
pieces might be explicitly labeled by type of article; 
for instance, newspapers place articles in diferent 
places, and the INR Morning Summary suggests 
separating more factual from more speculative 
pieces. Even “red cell” or other explicitly contrarian 
pieces might be included, labeled as such. 

The dangers of headlines and factoids. 
PDBs are like newspapers in that the analysts who 
write the items generally do not add the headlines. 
Te urge to add a catchy spin to headlines to “spin 
up” readers, including the president, is another tra-
decraf issue. Surely, Bush 43 and his colleagues felt 
burned by the headline of the 6 August 2001 item 
when it became public: “Bin Laden determined to 
strike US.” Te headline was not inaccurate but was 
meant to convey intention: bin Laden had sought 
and continued to seek ways to attack the United 
States. It could, however, be read as more determin-
istic, indicating that a strike was imminent. It may 
be part of the nature of the PDB that not only may 
presidents be “spun up” by particular items but the 
format is inherently misleading, perhaps giving too 
much weight to particular “information,” wheth-
er exotically collected or not. Joshua Bolten was 
interesting on that score. Sometimes one particular 
piece of information can provide the solution to the 
puzzle, but that is rare. 

The virtue of differences. 
Tis is another tradecraf issue. Bolten spoke 
intriguingly of what happens to people when they 
enter the Oval Ofce: 

In dealing with the president, most people— 
even very opinionated ones—fnd themselves 
trying to reach some kind of compromise be-
fore they get to the Oval Ofce, so that they 
don’t present the president with an ambigu-
ity, in the case of intelligence, or present the 
president with a tough decision, in the case of 
people having disagreements. And I always 
thought that disserves the president, especially 
if you’ve got a smart president.82 

In interviews with senior policymakers, virtually 
all who spoke on the point found it valuable to hear 
difering points of view from intelligence. To be 
sure, sometimes the diferences can simply puzzle, 
leaving policymakers to say to themselves, “I’ll just 
stick with what I think.” And if diferences of view 
are based on diferent evidence, they can be dan-
gerous. Some of that was present with respect to the 
2002 WMD estimate when some agencies accorded 
credibility to the source labeled “Curveball” that 
others did not. Diferences of view are instructive, 
though, when analysts reason their way through the 
same evidence to reach diferent conclusions. Tat 
is so precisely because, for most important ques-
tions about the future, the analysis begins where the 
evidence ends. As Leon Fuerth, national security 
advisor to the vice president in the Clinton admin-
istration, put it: “Well-informed hunches can be 
awfully valuable.”83 

The value of feedback. 
If the PDB is the crown jewel of intelligence, the 
feedback from PDB briefers is the crown jewel of 
knowledge about the policy agenda. Tat feedback 
is instrumental in making decisions about what to 
include in the PDB. It used to be closely guarded 
when the CIA entirely controlled the process, but 
presumably is more available now to other agen-
cies. It should be used systematically as a driver of 
intelligence priorities. To be sure, most of the policy 
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ofcers who get the PDB have short time horizons, 
and some of the most avid consumers of intelli-
gence can be slightly quirky, with their own agendas 
and hobbyhorses. Yet there is nothing better than 
hearing directly from presidents and their asso-
ciates what is on their minds, and how issues are 
framed by them. 
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